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PELLA ADVANTAGE NUMBER 59:
AN ASSORTMENT OF COLORFUL EXTERIORS
WITH A RICHLY SATISFYING INTERIOR.

Aluminum and wood — a sweet combination. Aluminum cladding provides a colorful, durable exterior, while wood creates a beautiful, warm interior. With Pella® wood windows and doors, you’ll find solutions to meet any design challenge or budget requirement. A spectrum of products created to complement your good taste. That’s The Power Of Yellow.™

866-829-9051  www.pella.com/pro
COLLABORATION AT THE EDGE
Mark R. Johnson, FAIA, AIBD

In our effort to explore the cutting edge of residential design, KitchenAid brand has been working with two of America’s most innovative young design firms—Lazor Office in Minneapolis and AvroKO in New York.

After graduating from Yale School of Architecture, Charlie Lazor cofounded Blu Dot, a Minneapolis based furniture design studio whose work has been exhibited in The Museum of Modern Art and garnered many design awards. When Charlie launched his own architectural practice, Lazor Office, his own residential project quickly followed. Based in part on the manufacturing principles that distinguish Blu Dot’s furniture, he designed and built the first FlatPak house. Derivations of the prototype home are now available through The Dwell Homes by Empyean as an interactive project where clients participate in the design of their own unique home.

I was delighted when Charlie first called to say he had been researching appliances and wanted to specify KitchenAid® Architect Series® for his FlatPak homes. The clean, minimalist design aesthetic and superior quality of the products appeal to his sense of what is most appropriate for FlatPak clients.

At about the same time, I was approached by Kristina O’Neal, one of four partners in AvroKO, a New York firm famous for their restaurant design work, as well as smart.space, an urban loft project. Their goal with smart.space is the creation of a prototype for a mass-produced, pre-packaged, design-forward residence that will suit urban dwellers all within 655 square feet. In doing so, AvroKO seeks to establish a template for urban, green living, which means sustainability is also an important consideration. After researching appliance options, AvroKO specified the KitchenAid® Architect Series® for its clean modernist design, integrated look across the entire appliance suite and ENERGY STAR® compliance.

In both these forward-thinking projects, we are pleased that KitchenAid® Architect Series® was the brand of choice sought out by architects and designers who care about the nuances of appliance design. To learn more about these projects and the appliances they specified, visit www.flatpakhouse.com, www.avroko.com and www.kitchenaid.com.

EVENTS OF INTEREST

AIA Livable Communities Conference: Walking, Working, and Water
September 14-17, 2006
Seattle, Washington
www.aiaseattle.org

National Design Triennial: Design Life Now
Through August 26, 2007
Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum
New York City
www.cooperhewitt.org
Concept:
Zones in the kitchen.
Buzz in the neighborhood.

Reality.
Create appeal that's legendary with KitchenAid brand appliances.

Our new suites are designed to coordinate sleek appliances into a variety of interconnected work zones. Meaning you can better customize kitchens to your clients' lifestyles and preferences.

Call 800-253-3977.

KitchenAid®
HOME APPLIANCES
Technology can't solve every problem. The key is to recognize areas where it can help. And that's just what we're doing at iLevel™. We have premium wood products from Trus Joist, Structurwood and Weyerhaeuser that are strong and easy to work with. A streamlined supply chain to help you manage costs. And software tools that enable you to work strategically, reducing build time and jobsite waste. We believe it's a simpler way to do business. And we think you'll agree. To learn more, go to iLevel.com or call 1-888-iLevel8 (1-888-453-8358).

© 2006 by Weyerhaeuser, all rights reserved. Structurwood® and Trus Joist® are registered trademarks, and iLevel™ is a trademark of Weyerhaeuser Company.
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Celebrating 60 Years of Quality

After 60 years, Kolbe is best known for windows and doors that exemplify superior quality, custom craftsmanship, attention to detail, as well as innovative and unique designs. With many options to choose from, Kolbe windows and doors are the perfect choice for any project.

For more information visit www.kolbe-kolbe.com or call 1.800.955.8177.
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IT'S TIME TO EXPLORE
beyond the traditional boundaries of single-family house design. All across the country, residential architects are applying their creativity, expertise, and problem-solving skills to a number of related disciplines and pursuing a variety of business and leadership opportunities.

Discover how to explore the brave new world of integrated, extroverted, entrepreneurial practice at Reinvention 2006.

Learn how to harness the power and potential of residential practice.

Don't miss the 3rd annual Reinvention Symposium

No Limits:
The Entrepreneurial Practice

PROGRAM SPEAKERS

Jennifer Luce, AIA
Luce et Studio

Mark Hutker, AIA
Mark Hutker Associates

Leo Marmol, AIA
Marmol Radziner + Associates

Kevin deFreitas, AIA
Kevin deFreitas Architects

Matt Wells, AIA
Hanna Gabriel Wells Architects

Mark McInturf, FAIA
McInturff Architects

Jeremiah Eck, FAIA
Eck MacNeely Architects, Inc

Dale Mulfinger, FAIA
SALA Architects

Taal Safdie, AIA
Safdie Rabines Architects

Frank D. Welch, FAIA
Frank Welch & Associates, Inc.

Duo Dickinson, AIA

Teddy Cruz
Estudio Teddy Cruz

Dan Rockill
Rockhill + Associates

BONUS:
Earn up to 15.25 AIA continuing education credits.
Fun, intimate and on-target.  
Best networking event between 
residential architects I have ever attended.  

—2005 Reinvention Symposium attendee

...the conference enabled me to make a lot of 
great contacts with other people passionate 
about changing the current course of our industry.  

—2005 Reinvention Symposium attendee

AGENDA AT-A-GLANCE

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6
House Tour
Visit San Diego’s finest
Welcome Reception

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7
Keynote Address
No Limits
Panel Discussion
Inside, Outside, and In-Between
Learn how to integrate interior and landscape design into your practice
Panel Discussion
The Master Architect
Broaden your palette of building types to enhance your residential practice
Awards Luncheon
Hall of Fame
Frank D. Welch, FAIA
Frank Welch & Associates, Inc.
Firm of the Year
Dan Rockhill
Rockhill + Associates
Rising Star
Taal Safdie, AIA and Ricardo Rabines
Safdie Rabines Architects
Roundtable Discussions
1) Teaching What You Do
2) Writing What You Know
3) Building What You Design
Panel Discussion
Practice Made Perfect
Discover alternative business models for steering your firm to success.
Reception

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8
Breakfast Panel Discussion
Citizen Architect
Work with or within municipalities and citizen groups to effect positive change
Design Charrette
Reinvention Adjourns

For more information and to register:  www.ReinventionConf.com
Builders want faster installation. Framers want easier installation.

You want what they want: Steel Strong-Wall®

Specify Steel Strong-Wall® by Simpson Strong-Tie and you’ll also get what you want without sacrificing your design. By combining steel and wood, Steel Strong-Wall makes it easy to achieve high loads in narrow spaces. Steel Strong-Wall is available in five widths from 12 inches to 24 inches and heights ranging from 7 feet to 13 feet. For more information on how Steel Strong-Wall can work for you, visit us at www.strongtie.com or call 1.800.999.5099.

Widths from 12" to 24" | Heights from 7' to 13' | ICC-ES ESR-1679
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Pugh + Scarpa Architects deftly balances design drama and domestic tranquility in its diverse portfolio. Photo: Marvin Rand.

Cover photo: Danny Turner.

Pugh + Scarpa Architects defies typecasting and embraces new challenges. At the top of its agenda: designing sophisticated, site-sensitive, sustainable architecture.

by Meghan Drueding

You’d be surprised where and what you can build when you think on top, between, and inside the boxes.

by Nigel F. Maynard, Meghan Drueding, and Shelley D. Hutchins

It may be as strong as Superman, but steel has a sensitive side as a high-design material.

Kevin deFreitas peppers his projects with spicy specs.

Tapping into liquid assets.

How do you design privacy and society into multifamily housing?
Who's worried about a little water?

Not MiraTEC® trim. Thanks to a unique manufacturing process that treats natural wood fibers with zinc borate and binds them with phenolic resins, MiraTEC is remarkably resistant to moisture, rot and termites. That's why it's backed with an industry-best 30-year warranty. MiraTEC looks and handles just like wood, with the long-term performance and durability of PVC and fiber cement. At a fraction of their cost. So make the jump to MiraTEC. The water's fine.

Call your dealer or 1.800.255.0785 for a FREE sample.
You're best friends with the people you work with? It can happen, and it can be just great. Sometimes a lifetime bond emerges from your shared experiences, your inherent compatibility, a common worldview. But sometimes, even people you like can turn into a burden in a work environment. They interrupt you when you're trying to focus on an important task, they overstay their welcome in your guest chair, they ask you for special favors that put you in a tough spot, they call you after hours when you'd rather spend time with your family. The needy friend who knows no bounds is a problem everyone has had to deal with.

If you're an architect who pitches your services as "a process" rather than a necessary means to an end, you may also be cultivating the needy client. Relationship selling is all the rage these days. But who wants a full-blown relationship with everyone we do business with? How many hours in the day do you have to hold the anxious hand of a client? The more you sell clients on the process of architectural design rather than the product it can achieve, the tighter their grip will close. Certainly, you must treat your clients with respect and sensitivity, but you don't have to sign on as their bosom buddy.

Everything gets complicated when friendship is involved. Here's where architects often don't charge enough to make money on the job, or you overwork the project for the fee you're collecting. You spend time quelling the client instead of finishing the drawings and moving on to the next project. Maybe you discover you've created a monster client who won't allow delegation to anyone else in the firm. Even worse are the besotted clients who delay completion of the project with changes or additions because, consciously or not so consciously, they don't want this wonderful relationship to end. And alas, anything that slows down the work makes residential design even less lucrative than it already is.

There's really no reason to fall back on this rosy idea of process as a way to justify your expense or even your very existence on a residential project. And there's no need to seduce clients so they'll sign whatever checks you put before them. It's so much simpler and more effective to maintain a collegial relationship with them—one based on mutual esteem. What they require from you is your expertise, your insight, and your understanding. They want you to get back to them in a timely fashion—during business hours—when they have a question. They expect regular communication from you even when you're juggling other projects and haven't finished the next step on theirs. They hate being the heavy who has to hunt you down for everything. They rely on you to budget your work accurately and to stand up for the aesthetics of the job even when they waver. They want and need a good house from you.

In turn, what we all must do is champion the premise—through consistent behavior—that architects are professionals and their professional services have value. And when you've done your job right, you've added value to your clients' houses. That's when you'll have earned their friendship for life.

Comments? Call: 202.736.3312; write: S. Claire Conroy, residential architect, One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005; or e-mail: cconroy@hanleywood.com.
2:30 pm: Afternoon sun makes it impossible to see your computer screen.

Brightness reduced more than 90%. Solar screen fabric: PVC free

comfort | Brought to you by Lutron® Shading Solutions

Lower Lutron shades to reduce glare and transform sunlight into useable daylight. Intelligent drive technology coupled with the latest in solar fabrics reduces solar heat gain and saves energy.

Make your space more comfortable and your employees more productive.

For more information on Sivoia QED™ call Lutron at 800.523.9466 or visit us online at www.lutron.com/SivoiaQED
guild by association

udos to contributor Peter Pfeiffer, FAIA, for standing up for quality building (“Numbers Game,” September/October 2005, page 39).

Here in Boston, we have created an alliance of high-quality builders called the Custom Builders Guild to educate local homeowners and the built community on the value of building homes exceptionally well. Our mission is to address the challenges that Mr. Pfeiffer outlines head-on. To help homeowners differentiate “high quality” from “high luxury.” To help them recognize the inherent value and peace of mind they can expect from a home that will serve them well for years versus one that was built quickly and cheaply. To help them become more enlightened and empowered consumers of residential building services.

As professional builders, we will not succeed in our mission of changing the way homeowners are buying services without the support of the residential architect community. Thank you for printing Mr. Pfeiffer’s article, and for helping us be a part of the change we would all like to see in the world of residential building.

Gary Gallagher
Gallagher Home Builders
Maynard, Mass.

modern musings

for years I’ve been lamenting that we need to be asking ourselves, What is modern now (“The Man in the Machine,” September/October 2005, page 15)? It seems there should be a more inventive approach.

IKEA recently opened a store in a town just south of Boston. They have been greeted as if they are rock stars coming to town. It leads me, once again, to believe that there is a demand in the housing market that is not being met.

The concept of “brand” is interesting. I find myself drawn to “the big M,” but that movement is 50 or 60 years old now. Construction and land costs in the area are extremely high, so modular, as a notion, seems appealing. It seems the market can appreciate light, space, materials, and connection to the outdoors. Sustainability seems to offer potential if it’s really allowed to give form to site planning and design. What is the modern yard? What is the modern connection to the transit network? What is the response to an aging population? What is the modern connection to work? What meets people’s needs for self-expression and personal growth and development? Can these concepts be articulated in a way that is marketable? Can a form be developed that is responsive to these concepts and also marketable?

Greg Thompson, AIA
ICON architecture
Boston

frank observation

our observations about Frank Harmon, FAIA, are on target (“In Plain Sight,” November/December 2005, page 15). He is a very approachable man who takes the time to describe his work in terms I can understand. His success shows that others understand it as well.

Perry Cox, AIA
Apex, N.C.

collective consciousness

thank you for acknowledging the role of conscious architects in society (“Go Ahead and Break Some Rules,” January/February 2006, page 15). I emphasize “conscious” because I have had many ... prospective clients pass on our services in favor of the guy who was “less expensive.”

In our initial consultations, I take the time to educate clients on the value of good architectural service from a design standpoint. I also point out that they will actually save money with well-thought-out, thorough, comprehensive design and construction documents. Of course, it takes more time and expense to do the right job; they just don’t go for it.

A few months later, when I pass by the prospective site, I see a horrific version of what might have otherwise been a successful project. The unfortunate thing is that when mediocrity is the rule, these poor saps don’t even realize what they’re missing, and we all suffer for the lack of conscious design.

Let’s keep educating the world. Hopefully someday the masses will get it!

Paul Pellicani, AIA
Paul Joseph Pellicani
Architecture & Design
Glen Head, N.Y.

Letters have been edited for clarity and length.
VisionREZ, by Ameri-CAD, Inc.

Draw in the familiar 2D plan view and simultaneously produce three-dimensional models for construction documents, materials schedules and graphic models. Floor plan, elevation, and sections are linked. A change in one view will be coordinated throughout the drawing set.

VisionREZ is a residential specific solution, available as a Plug In for Autodesk® Architectural Desktop™, or as a Stand Alone product. Powered by Autodesk® Technology.

Dryer Venting Problems Solved!

Fantech has the ideal solution for dryer venting problems in both residential and multi-family applications.

Fantech Dryer Booster Fans are engineered to overcome the problems caused by long duct runs on clothes dryers. Ideal for installations where stack effect prevents proper dryer operation.

Automatic pressure sensing technology activates the fan when dryer is on. The warm, moist air is quickly exhausted out of the building. Choose from several models including the new "Intelligent" Dryer Booster.

For a FREE 30-day copy of VisionREZ, visit www.visionrez.com or call 888-596-6525

Make The Most of Your Editorial Coverage

Reprints make attractive endorsements while adding credibility to your product, company or service. They show your clients, partners and employees that you have been recognized in a well-respected magazine. Use reprints to cost-effectively capitalize on your exposure. Our reprints are high-quality marketing pieces printed on glossy stock.

For more information contact:
800.290.5460
info@reprintbuyer.com
1808 Colonial Village Ln
Lancaster, PA 17601
www.reprintbuyer.com
Pollmeier's German Beech —
It's about the closest thing to a perfect
close-grain temperate hardwood there is.

Availability — Beech is the pre-eminent
species of Europe's temperate forest, the
second largest in the world.

Sustainability — German law limits cutting
to less than 66% of the new-growth rate.
Europe's forests have the highest growth rate
percentage in the world.

Durability — More solid than red oak and
hard maple.

Machinability — Although Beech is heavy,
hard and quite strong, it's easy to machine.

Finishes beautifully — German Beech
dresses very smoothly, sands to a high
polish, and takes a wide range of finishes.

German Beech is readily available,
sustainable, durable, easy-to-machine,
and—best of all—surprisingly affordable.

To find out more about German Beech or receive a
free sample for your next design, contact us today!

Pollmeier's German Beech

European Beech.

One wood,
so many cabinet possibilities.

Whatever your style

Whatever your finish

German Beech

pollmeier

North American Sales Office, Portland, OR
Toll Free 866-432-0699
Outside U.S. 503-452-5800
Fax 503-452-5801
usa@pollmeier.com • www.pollmeier.com
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LOOKING TO SPEC

APPLIANCES?

We have more than
10,100 to choose from.

Now you can find all the product
information you need instantly.

SEARCH. FIND. COMPARE.

You'll find 35 manufacturers of refrigerators,
ranges, dishwashers, and more, as well as
descriptions, specs, installation instructions,
and dealers within minutes.

We have more than
10,100 to choose from.

www.ebuild.com

ebuild. The professional's guide to building products™
**Beauty in the Details**

Masonite® Wood Panel Series. The beauty and warmth of wood.

Masonite’s Wood Panel Series is constructed to withstand the rigors of daily life. The impressive array of wood species options (clear pine, knotty alder, knotty pine, radiata pine, oak, cherry, maple, hemlock, poplar and fir) can accommodate any decorating requirement. Add the wide range of panel designs and you have a Wood Panel Series that offers unlimited possibilities for bringing the beauty and warmth of wood to any home.

*Masonite. The Beautiful Door.*
green in the city

The Helena—FXFOWLE’s new apartment building on Manhattan’s West Side—is the first voluntarily sustainable high-rise residential building in the city and among the most efficient in the country, says Bruce Fowle, FAIA, LEED, senior principal of the New York City-based firm.

Like many swanky high-rises, the 37-story, 580-unit Helena is wrapped in a combination of slick metal and glass, but it’s not just another pretty façade. An on-site “blackwater”-treatment system converts waste into potable water, which can be recycled to flush low-flow toilets and to irrigate recreational decks and green roofs. A photovoltaic system takes care of about 5 percent of the building’s energy needs, and an incremental heat-pump system delivers heating and cooling to individual units. “This system is more costly, but it’s efficient, so there’s a payback,” Fowle says.

The rental property’s mix of studio, one-, and two-bedroom affordable and market-rate apartments are painted and carpeted with low-VOC materials, and the cabinets are wheatboard. Flooring consists of linoleum and engineered wood made from certified sources. Motion-sensing lights in the public areas and Energy Star appliances help conserve energy.

FXFOWLE is working on two more green projects in the city—both for different developers. “Everything is a balance between the market and environmental sustainability,” Fowle says. “We think there’s now a market, so you will see more sustainable design.”—nigel f. maynard
soleri power

Paulo Soleri—the intrepid architect, urban planner, and visionary—has added another honor to his long list of accolades: a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum. The 87-year-old Soleri was recognized for his lifelong experiment in sustainable urban planning at Arcosanti (www.arcosanti.org), the prototype planned community under construction since 1970.

“Soleri, in his own visionary way, took into account a lot of the considerations that architects are now finding make a lot of sense,” says Roger Mandle, president of the Rhode Island School of Design and chair of the Cooper-Hewitt’s 2006 National Design Awards jury. “The jury felt it was time to recognize Soleri for the very practical suggestions his work has made as we take greater account of the impact of urban design on ecology.”

For 40 years, Soleri has been tackling problems that architects and planners have only recently begun to take seriously. He coined the term arcology—architecture fused with ecology—to define a design approach that allows cities to function as a complex living system to reduce waste and improve quality of life. Born and educated in Italy, Soleri came to the United States in 1947 and spent a year and a half working with Frank Lloyd Wright at Taliesin West. He returned to Italy in 1950, but six years later he settled in Scottsdale, Ariz., where he established Cosanti, a not-for-profit educational organization that funds research and construction on Arcosanti.

Soleri notes that Arcosanti is “a very modest endeavor” in its development pace. As a result of the award, he hopes the project will begin to attract more financing. “I don’t have any doubt about the validity of what I’m proposing, and I’m hoping that Arcosanti might solicit some interest that goes beyond curiosity,” he says. “We’d like to see the project, on 860 acres, be purchased by a corporation or philanthropist and given to a university. The money we’d get from the purchase would be put back into the project.” Soleri will be honored at a gala on October 18, with First Lady Laura Bush serving as the honorary patron for this year’s National Design Awards.—Cheryl Weber

social success

The 2006 AIA/HUD Secretary’s Housing and Community Design Awards winnowed a pool of 80 entries to declare three winners. William Wilson Architects prevailed in the Mixed-Use/Mixed-Income Development category for Esther Short Commons (seen here), a 160-unit project in downtown Vancouver, Wash. Jurors applauded the project’s assimilation of low-income residents, its siting atop a regional farmers’ market, and its integration with adjacent commercial space. The location, said the jury, puts more “eyes on the street.”

The Community Building by Design award went to Blake Street Flats, a Denver infill project from Humphries Poli Architects. The jury noted that the project’s brightly colored corrugated-metal-and-concrete design “takes back and energizes the neighborhood.”

Koning Eizenberg Architecture took the Housing Accessibility: Alan J. Rothman Award for Waterloo Heights Apartments, an 18-unit complex for disabled veterans, senior citizens, and HIV-positive residents in Los Angeles. The jury praised the “understated and sophisticated” design and “the safe community” it provides.—Marla Misek
2007 residential architect design awards:
call for entries
entry deadline: november 10
binder deadline: january 8

Juried by an all-architect panel, residential architect's annual Design Awards program honors outstanding architecture in 15 categories, including custom, renovation, multifamily, production, architectural interiors, and on the boards. Winning projects will be published in the May 2007 issue of residential architect and recognized at an awards dinner during the 2007 AIA National Convention in San Antonio. Shown: House on Beverly Ranch Road, Beverly Hills, Calif., by SPF:la, winner of a grand award in the Custom / More Than 3,500 Square Feet category in 2006. To register, visit www.radesignawards.com or www.residentialarchitect.com, or go to page 24 in this magazine. Call 202.736.3407 with questions.

custom home design awards 2007
entry deadline: november 15
binder deadline: january 17

Houses designed for a specific client and site may be submitted by builders, architects, remodelers, designers, and other industry professionals. Categories include custom home (grouped by square footage), custom kitchen, custom bath, renovation, accessory building, and custom detail. A new category for outdoor spaces has been added to this year’s competition. Winners will be featured in the May 2007 issue of CUSTOM HOME magazine and honored during the 2007 AIA National Convention in San Antonio. Go to www.chdesignawards.com or www.customhomeonline.com to register. Call 202.736.3407 with questions.

moca focus: lecia dole-recio
through october 23
the museum of contemporary art, los angeles

Artist Lecia Dole-Recio explores the limits of combining painting, drawing, collage, and architecture by layering one element upon another. The exhibition is part of an ongoing series showcasing emerging local artists. Call 213.626.6222 or visit www.moca.org for details.

inside the sponge
through november 12
canadian centre for architecture, montreal

Find out what it’s like to live in Simmons Hall, the Steven Holl-designed undergraduate dormitory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, from the perspective of its 350 inhabitants. This investigative and participatory show explores the collaborative process through which the “spongelike” building was designed and examines how the residents are now using the space. For details, call 514.939.7026 or go to www.cca.qc.ca.

impact
september 20–23
jackson lake lodge, grand teton national park, wyo.

AIA Wyoming’s 2006 AIA–Western Mountain Region Conference will explore how architects impact the built environment at community and global levels. The speaker lineup includes Peter Bohlin, FAIA, principal of Bohlin Cywinski Jackson; Harvey H. Kaiser, AIA, a consultant and author of Great Camps of the Adirondacks; and 2006 AIA Gold Medal winner Antoine Predock, FAIA. For registration information and conference details, call 307.690.8148 or visit www.aia-wyoming.org/impact.

reinvention 2006
december 6–8
omni san diego hotel

“No Limits: The Entrepreneurial Practice” goes beyond the boundaries of single-family house design to explore how residential architects are breaking into complementary disciplines. Join colleagues from across the country to debate the merits of integrating interior and landscape design into your practice, broadening into development and construction, implementing alternative practice models, or extending your influence into the public realm. The conference will also feature a housing tour, a design charrette, and a meeting of The Congress of Residential Architecture. For registration information, visit www.reinventionconf.com or e-mail reinvention@hanleywood.com. See a detailed conference program on page 8.

—shelley d. hutchins
Inspire. Delight. Enchant. And, yes, protect. When you design a home with Simonton StormBreaker Plus™ windows, you can do all of the above. Because StormBreaker Plus™ not only meets the toughest hurricane codes including the Miami-Dade standards for impact performance, it gives you the freedom to create a home with more window shapes, more window styles and more grid configurations. With no clips. And no bulky frames. You see, at Simonton we believe that a hurricane window should protect everything. Including your ideas. For more information call 1-800-SIMONTON or go to www.simonton.com.
HONORING THE BEST IN HOUSING DESIGN

Enter your best projects in the 8th annual residential architect design awards and be recognized for your outstanding work in advancing residential design.

CATEGORIES ($125)
- Custom Home, 3,500 square feet or less
- Custom Home, more than 3,500 square feet
- Renovation (residential remodeling and additions)
- Multifamily Housing
- Single-Family Production Housing, detached
- Single-Family Production Housing, attached
- Affordable Housing
- Adaptive Reuse
- Campus Housing
- Architectural Interiors

CATEGORIES ($95)
- Outbuilding
- Kitchen
- Bath
- Architectural Design Detail
- On the Boards

Winning projects will be published in the May 2007 issue of residential architect magazine.

ELIGIBILITY
Architects and designers. Other building industry professionals may submit projects on behalf of an architect or designer.

Any home or project completed after January 1, 2002.

MORE INFO
www.residentialarchitect.com

QUESTIONS?
raca@hanleywood.com

entry form and fee: November 10, 2006
completed binders: January 8, 2007

www.radesignawards.com
A masterpiece begins with the selection of the first building block. 

Italy produces the world’s largest range of styles, colors, designs and technological innovations in ceramic tile. Before your next residential or commercial project, be sure to visit www.italiantiles.com to see the latest trends and find your closest source.

For more information, please contact:

Italian Trade Commission – Ceramic Tile Department – 33 East 67th Street – New York, NY 10021-5949 – ph (212) 990-1500 – newyork@newyork.ice.it

Ceramic Tiles of Italy, promoted by Assoplastrelle (Association of Italian Ceramic Tile and Refractories Manufacturers), is a registered trademark of Edi.Cer. S.p.a., the organizer of CERSAIE, International Exhibition of Ceramic Tile and Bathroom Furnishings – Bologna, Italy, September 26-30, 2006 – www.cersaie.it
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Nearly 1,500 square feet of storage space atop a bakery and parking garage was the starting point for this apartment by Robert M. Gurney, FAIA. Along the way he also had to contend with the historic Washington, D.C., neighborhood’s building restrictions—no alterations to windows, exterior walls, or ceiling heights. Even muntin profiles are prescribed. “The owner likes modern architecture,” Gurney explains, “but we had to work with the existing character of the building.”

Other decisions were also dictated by existing conditions—a foot-thick wall and 30-inch difference in floor height, for example, determined the division between private and public space. On one side are the bedroom, bath, and office; on the other is the combination living/dining/kitchen area. Wanting the multipurpose room as open as possible, Gurney treated the kitchen like “a furniture element inserted into the overall bigger space.” A floor-to-ceiling bank of maple cabinets serves as the backdrop for the public area while creating a vestibule for the entry. Opposite the cabinets, an island provides additional base storage and expanses of workspace flanking the sink. A mahogany column supports a ½-inch-thick plane of aluminum hovering above the island. A perforated metal panel hides the sink and echoes the stainless steel backsplash above the range. Stainless steel appliances continue the theme of exposed metal, but thick Burlington stone counters and Brazilian cherry floors add earthier elements to the light, bright palette.

Making the most of a little square footage, Gurney laid out the long, narrow kitchen at the end of the open space, leaving plenty of room for mingling between the island and living room furniture.

Three skylights guide the sun’s rays into the apartment. Gurney says the shapes and sizes of the mahogany-clad lightboxes were well planned. “Two were set,” he says, “and the form I felt worked best to balance them out was a pure square.”

**project designers:** Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, and Hito Martinez

**interior designer:** Thérèse Baron Gurney, ASID, Baron Gurney Interiors, Washington, D.C.

**general contractor:** M.T. Puskar Construction Co., Flint Hill, Va.

**resources:** lighting fixtures: Lightolier; plumbing fittings: Vola; plumbing fixtures: Franke; refrigerator: Sub-Zero.
An unusually thick 2-inch slab of Burlington stone was specified for the countertops as a counterweight to the thin plane of aluminum perched above it (top).
Few New York City apartments enjoy the luxury of unobstructed views in three directions, but this 5,000-square-foot loft—a recent residential architect design award winner for architectural interiors—does. Katherine Chia, AIA, therefore wanted to ensure that every inch benefited from the “spectacular quality of light” flooding the space. She also “wanted to make sure it was maintained even as we carved out spaces that were fully enclosed, like bathrooms,” she says.

A screen system of offset wood planks and posts in lieu of solid walls transmits natural light from perimeter windows and lets it penetrate into those bathrooms. A subtle reveal at the ceiling line creates the illusion that the wood screens are freestanding, while glass lines the screens as a barrier for water and noise. A series of operable portholes improves ventilation and offers bathers a peek at what’s going on elsewhere in the apartment. White laminated glass hides the plumbing in wet areas, and Chia designed custom accessories—towel bars and shampoo shelves, among them—to clip onto the glass.

“One of the things I’ve learned about doing lofts is that the relationship between spaces is critical,” she says. Thanks to the help of a lighting consultant, the relationship between bathing and living spaces becomes even more compelling as night falls. “When the lights are on in the bathroom,” Chia explains, “light leaks out and the bathrooms become lanternlike objects within the apartment.”—s.d.h.

architect: Desai/Chia Architecture, New York City
general contractor: Giovannitti Inc., Yonkers, N.Y.
resources: custom lavatories and accessories: Desai/Chia Architecture; plumbing fittings and fixtures: Agape, Dornbracht, Grohe, and Vola; wall tile: Ceramica Vogue (Linea Vetro)
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all’s well that starts well

a new company concentrates on preserving the honeymoon phase of projects.

by anne troutman

I remember being intrigued by a story one of my design teachers told me in the early 1980s, after a trip to Japan. He’d been meeting there with a potential client for more than two years when he finally realized no legal contract was forthcoming. It turned out this prolonged cross-continental conversation was the contract, establishing the trust and the protocol for a very large project now proceeding on just a handshake.

Of course, legal contracts are necessary in our fast-paced and litigious culture. But too often in the course of an American architecture practice, the pre-design phase is given short shrift by architects or their clients in the rush to an agreement. We’ve all heard about or experienced firsthand the horror stories that transpire when this discovery phase is truncated.

Working drawings are half done, but then the program suddenly changes and the building has to be redesigned; or a client’s budget is exceeded because he or she didn’t know how to calculate overall project costs and a lawsuit ensues. Sometimes unclear lines of communication result in surprising switchbacks deep into a project when the silent partner speaks up. Worst of all is when a lack of clear records regarding the design or a shifting scope of work necessitate the abandonment of the project tens of thousands of dollars later, leaving large bills unpaid. Bruised egos are the least of it.

self-direction

In my 25 years of practice in residential architecture, I always insisted my clients spend whatever time was necessary in pre-design before they signed any contracts with me—or anyone else. It was my philosophy that if warning bells go off during this phase, or if this “up-front” work goes unpaid, then we’d best go our separate ways, ASAP.

Yes, I lost some potential clients, and that was hard when business was slow; and yes, the client sometimes spent a little more money than expected at the beginning of the project; but in the long run, we both saved a lot more time and money by avoiding misunderstanding and building trust.

Recently I decided to limit my practice substantially. I found myself focusing on the front work I have so long enjoyed: education, programming, research, master planning, conceptual work...continued on page 32
I've stumbled on an underserved niche in our field because the phone hasn't stopped ringing since.

Who are my clients? Contractors, realtors, developers, homeowners and home buyers, and a growing number of architects who are too busy to vet all their clients or provide full programming or feasibility services in-house. I develop a package of materials outlining existing conditions, program, budget, timeline, aesthetics, and project goals and strategies they can refer to and use throughout their project. I charge either an hourly or a flat fee, depending on the required scope of work.

I familiarize clients with design methods and procedures so they know what to expect, what the project will cost, and what kinds of professionals may best suit their needs. I've been asked to attend interviews, troubleshoot work already in progress, and help clients navigate the design and building process. I'll even facilitate communication between clients and their neighbors during construction. My consultancy is still defining itself and evolving with each referral, but the emphasis is on local community and personal contact.

**Personal reasons**

Pre-design consulting would frustrate architects who are more object-oriented or who prefer to see a design through from beginning to end—the kind of architect I was for many years. It requires substantial design experience, sensitivity, and a light touch. And liking people is a must! But if you're communications-oriented, a good facilitator, enjoy teaching, and like the faster pace of project start-ups, then local consulting can make very satisfying use of your accumulated knowledge to benefit both your colleagues and your community.

The pleasure (and challenge) of the work, for me, lies in its variety, its shorter time frame, and the idea that I can help people avoid costly mistakes and come away with a good experience of our profession.

Many of the homeowners I'm referred to come to me because either they've had a bad experience they don't want to repeat or they need help envisioning their next step and don't know where to begin. They may be novices who don't know how the design business works, or what they want, or what they can afford, or how to find or select the right professionals. They're eager for information. They're aware their house is possibly their largest single investment and they recognize that having a strategy for its development and realization is both a lifestyle choice and a major financial decision in their lives.

For me, it's something of a relief after years of nerve-wracking salesmanship and self-promotion to concentrate on education. I truly enjoy providing perspective, time, information, and resources to help individuals envision their goals and begin to put them into action.

In a complex profession that can be mystifying even to its practitioners at times, I think informed clients make for a more successful project and can tap into the deep creativity and generosity possible in our field. Pre-design is an essential first step in that process—"I can help people ... come away with a good experience of our profession."
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It's impossible to picture a home without it. Trim is the difference between designing a house and making an architectural statement. And no trim gives you more freedom to bring your vision to life than AZEK. It's versatile. And made to last. So your design will always speak for itself. For more information, call 877-ASK-AZEK or visit www.azek.com.

Once you look, it's all you'll see.
diversity how?
are minority quotas helping or hindering architectural team building?

by cheryl weber

Donald King, FAIA, a black architect in Seattle, founded his firm in 1989, but he never wanted it to carry the “minority-owned business” banner. Like everyone else, he wanted his work to speak for itself. But he soon discovered that the market reality was something different. As the firm began to establish itself, King certified it as a minority business with Washington state and with the federal government, using his status as another tool to build relationships with clients to whom he otherwise wouldn’t have had access. His reputation started to jell, and soon he was landing jobs as the primary architect on major projects. By the time the state banned affirmative action in 1996, his firm was on solid ground.

“Affirmative action introduced a lot of people who wouldn’t have otherwise been noticed, sometimes because they were a minority firm and in some cases because of unintentional racism,” says King, who heads DKA, a 15-member architecture and planning firm. “People work with people they know, who are friends of their friends, and who they know are competent.”

For both mainstream and minority firms, team quotas are a double-edged sword. Minority-owned businesses —those that are disadvantaged socially or economically or because of race or gender—have to put up with the public assumption that if they need incentives to get work, it must be because they’re second-rate. Being a token team member doesn’t guarantee a level playing field either. Often the prime architect simply assumes that person isn’t up to the job, so he or she has to fight even harder for a meaningful role. It’s a good news/bad news scenario for majority architects, too. The search often turns up excellent firms with whom they partner again and again. On the other hand, quotas add complications and costs. It can be tough to find minority partners with the expertise they’re looking for. And fees are set regardless of how a project is pieced together. A diversified team costs more to manage, and the fees rarely cover the added complexity.

Working with underrepresented professionals “is a good thing socially and in terms of getting out of your rut of using the same people each time, but there’s no denying that it’s less efficient,” says David Baker.
If they are different, who's right?” he asks.

Landon and two other partners oversee a staff of nine, taking on projects as varied as affordable apartments, single-family homes, libraries, stores, and office buildings. For Landon Gene Baker, teaming up with minority architects goes fairly smoothly, mainly because the firm typically works on large projects (100 units or more) that offer plenty of work to go around. For instance, it’s currently working with the minority-owned Johnson & Lee Architects/Planners to redevelop Robert Taylor Homes, a HOPE VI project on the South Side of Chicago. For the 250-unit first phase, Johnson & Lee asked Landon Bone Baker to do the planning and 40 percent of the buildings. That job led to West Haven, another HOPE VI project on which Landon is working with Chicago-based Brook Architecture, owned by RaMona Westbrook, AIA, a black woman. Since Landon Bone Baker has more experience, he and Brook Architecture occasionally join up to go after work that neither one could get on their own.

**stirred, not shaken**

Underrepresented firms have made real progress by way of affirmative action, or some form of it. Half the work Westbrook has today is the result of having first worked as a minority vendor. In business for the past 11 years, she routinely gets called to work on projects that don’t require minority participation, from single-family homes to multifamily tenant and mixed-use projects. But the difficulties persist. Often there are unrealistic expectations about the role she will play. “Some clients expect that we don’t know how to practice architecture, and we spend more time defending what we can do than we would if we were in a relationship where there was mutual understanding and respect,” she says. “Those kinds of projects we have to pass on.”

Like JH+P, Westbrook conducts due diligence on prospective partners, interviewing them, talking to others, and starting with
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OUR SKYLIGHTS ARE TESTED TO WITHSTAND WATER, SUN AND THE BIG BAD WOLF.

VELUX Skylights are tested in a hurricane force wind tunnel.

At VELUX®, our skylights aren’t brought to the market until they’ve been engineered to take whatever nature has to throw at them. That’s why we’re consistently rated #1 with builders. For more information call 1.800.888.3589 or visit veluxusa.com.

Circle no. 24
small project. "You do have to have clearly defined responsibilities," she says. "We've had people request integration, but we generally don't do that. We can't run a business that way."

She learned that lesson the hard way. Recently, she says, a majority firm she was partnering with stole an employee who had been working off site for months on a dedicated design/build team. "All the investment we put into hiring that person, we lost," she says. "So many issues we deal with are just business issues," she acknowledges. "But they're harder to deal with because you're a minority, typically underfunded, and not respected." When Westbrook confronted the architects, they apologized and agreed to compensate her by offering her firm other business opportunities.

Roberta Washington, FAIA, who's also black, recounts similar stories in her 23 years at the helm of Roberta Washington Architects, a 10-person firm in New York City. When things go wrong, it's usually because her role isn't clear-cut. "To be successful, it's important to have people at the larger firm who, while they understand it's all about getting the job, also have some appreciation that they're hiring people because [those people] can do something," she says. Some years ago she sent two employees to another firm for an extended period of time for work on a residential project. When the project ended, one employee was hired by the prime architect and the other went elsewhere. "The lead architect said it would mess up the budget if I were there, so the people I sent got the experience instead," she says. "You need to come to an understanding about how the two firms can work together before you get the job, because after you get it you have no leverage," Washington adds. "The contract that's checked is basically the one between the architect and the development agency; no one's

continued on page 42
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Electric Deck Mounted  Electric Self-flashed  Electric Curb Mounted
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some clients expect that we don’t know how to practice architecture, and we spend more time defending what we can do than we would if we were in a relationship where there was mutual understanding and respect.” —ramona westbrook, aia
Pilots have multimillion-dollar flight simulators. You've got us.

EXPERIENCE YOUR REGIONAL LIVING KITCHEN SHOWROOM

At The Living Kitchen Showrooms, your clients can get hands-on with Sub-Zero and Wolf products in inspiring kitchen settings. They can even see cooking demonstrations. And our friendly, knowledgeable consultants can help you plan the kitchen of their dreams, then refer them to a local dealer who can help make it a reality. For additional information, or to simply locate the regional Living Kitchen Showroom nearest you, visit us at thelivingkitchen.com.
for pugh + scarpa, beauty is much more than skin deep.

core values

by meghan drueding

Anyone wanting to quickly sum up the principals of Pugh + Scarpa Architects could take a look at the parking lot of their office in Santa Monica, Calif. Lawrence Scarpa, AIA, drives a pickup truck, consistent with his bold, unpretentious personality. Angela Brooks, AIA, the mastermind behind the firm’s stellar reputation for sustainable design, tools around in a Toyota Prius. And the philosophical Gwynne Pugh, AIA, rides a motorcycle to work. There you have it, Pugh + Scarpa in a nutshell: gutsy, environmentally friendly, and unconventional.

But defining this Santa Monica, Calif., firm isn’t as simple as that. Pugh + Scarpa can’t be wrapped up in an easy analogy or tagged by an obvious label, because its identity—and that of its principals—runs many layers deep. It designs million-dollar houses and condo buildings, affordable housing, commercial interiors, and mixed-use properties. It often teams with other firms to take on new kinds of projects, and it works with small boutique developers as well as big national ones. Scarpa works on the side as a sculptor, painter, and teacher; Pugh, an engineer as well as an architect, moonlights as a Santa Monica planning commissioner; and Brooks serves as president of the board of Livable Places, a nonprofit housing developer and policy advocate she and Scarpa helped found. At the heart of this complicated firm lies the leadership of three complex individuals.
Stratagically placed slots in multifamily buildings such as Gordon Lofts (above) and Bronson Lofts (left), both in Hollywood, Calif., offer places for natural light to enter.
core values

The mixed-use, three-unit, live/work Bergamot Artist Lofts (top) and five-unit Orange Grove (above) uphold the Los Angeles area's longstanding tradition of modern residential architecture.

design-minded

Larry Scarpa grew up in Florida, the son of an Italian-born restaurant owner. After college at the University of Florida, the aspiring architect landed a job working for Paul Rudolph in New York—an experience that left an indelible impression on him. Among other things, he helped build the upstairs of Rudolph's iconic Beekman Place apartment. "Every project Rudolph ever worked on, that apartment had in it," he remembers. "It was a smorgasbord of stuff." Scarpa's biggest moment came when he found a set of drawings for one of his favorite Rudolph projects—the Milam house in Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla. "The first drawings he did of that house were horrible and nothing that was actually realized," Scarpa says. "I realized that he worked really hard at being an architect. I realized there was a way, even if your first idea isn't good, that you can get somewhere. It's not all God-given talent."

This useful bit of knowledge accompanied Scarpa to graduate school at Florida, where he met Brooks, then an undergrad. (They eventually married and now have a 6-year-old son, Calder.) Scarpa taught and worked in Italy and Florida for a few years, then took a job in San Francisco with Holt Hinshaw Pfau Jones. Soon, "I was ready to do my own thing," he says, so he started working for Pugh, who was running his own firm in Santa Monica. The pair became partners in 1991.

For years Pugh + Scarpa specialized in commercial interiors, with some houses and industrial buildings thrown in. Then it partnered with San Francisco architect Steven Kodama, FAIA, to form a separate entity called Pugh Scarpa Kodama—a shrewd move that allowed Pugh + Scarpa to access Kodama's extensive housing experience. PSK parlayed one of its first commissions into a 44-unit, LEED Gold-rated affordable housing community in Santa Monica called Colorado Court. Finished in 2002, the project won international attention for its sophisticated design and holistic approach to sustainability, and it put Pugh + Scarpa on the multifamily housing map for good.
Now Scarpa—the design leader on the majority of Pugh + Scarpa’s projects—acts as its most public face. In addition to frequent guest-teaching stints, he lectures 12 to 15 times per year on campuses and at museums around the country. “One, you have to do it if you desire to do [projects in] anything more than your local community,” he says of his outside commitments. “And two, there’s a message to deliver to people.”

That message could cover any of the many topics he and the rest of the firm feel strongly about: modern architecture, sustainability, density, and regional materials and methods. “The only way we in the United States think of historic preservation is restoration,” he says. “If you look at Europe, there are so many wonderful buildings that have been enriched by modern interventions—look at Carlo Scarpa, at anything he’s done.” (The two Scarpas are not related.) The firm’s yen to broaden its already wide range of project...
core values

The canopy of solar panels on Brooks and Scarpa's own house not only shelters the structure from the strong Southern California sun, it also converts that sunlight into energy. Wide-open interiors allow for plenty of cross-ventilation and make the home feel larger than its 1,900 square feet.

types and to design projects outside Los Angeles is a strong one. "We feel a pent-up energy," Scarpa says. "We want to expand more into different project types. We're doing a lot of housing now, but we think we can do a whole lot more educational work and civic buildings."

big picture

Gwynne Pugh's opinion of Pugh + Scarpa seconds that notion. "I think we're a very versatile firm," he says. "We'll use whatever technique to make things happen. In our early projects, a lot of times we'd get involved as engineers and then architects, or vice versa. It gave us a very fluid way of being." He knows that the 20-person company can't be everything to everyone—hence his enthusiasm for partnering with other architects. The firm currently has a handful of Pugh Scarpa Kodama projects under way. It's also joint-venturing with San Francisco's David Baker + Partners, Architects on adaptive reuse housing in Valley Village, Calif. "It's a perfect match," says Baker, FAIA. "I like to work with people who are better than me." Another Pugh + Scarpa collaboration, with fellow Santa Monica firms Moore Ruble Yudell Architects & Planners and Koning Eizenberg Architecture, recently won the commission for a large mixed-use community in the city's downtown area. Global powerhouse Perkins Eastman leases office space from Pugh + Scarpa, and the two firms teamed this year to design a proposed mixed-use project in East L.A.'s Boyle Heights neighborhood.

hands-on

Brooks and Scarpa also live sustainably by design. Their ultra-green remodel of their own tiny bungalow in Venice, Calif., known as the Solar Umbrella house (in tribute to Rudolph's 1953 Umbrella House in Lido Shores, Fla.), won a 2006 AIA/COTE [Committee on the Environment] Top Ten Award. With typical Pugh + Scarpa aplomb, it combines a photovoltaic canopy and solar hot-water-heating system with innovative materials and striking good looks. It also serves as a laboratory for testing new ways of using familiar elements. OSB forms the flooring and some of the cabi-

Born in Wales, Pugh earned his civil engineering degree from the University of Leeds in England in 1975, then moved to California to pursue an architecture degree at UCLA. In the ensuing years, he developed the generalist approach he maintains today. "I'm a jack-of-all-trades," he says. "I like the whole story." Pugh + Scarpa's organization is intentionally loose so the principals and their staff can be involved in different aspects of different projects. But they do tend to gravitate toward roles that play to their strengths, and so Pugh often handles urban design, technical issues, and office management.

As one of Santa Monica's planning commissioners, the LEED-certified Pugh spends a lot of time thinking about the critical need for sustainable workforce housing in American cities. He, Scarpa, and Brooks champion regionally appropriate design solutions as an intrinsic part of the overall sustainable picture. "I see sustainability as being the saving grace of architecture because it has to be local," Pugh says. "Otherwise it's not sustainable. It has to be particular to its location. Colorado Court would probably not work in Beverly Hills. If people are really serious about sustainability and get into it at a higher level, it will keep architecture fresh." He takes green design seriously in his own life, too. He and his wife, Linda Jassim, a former filmmaker who is now a landscape architect, reside in a solar-paneled house in Santa Monica.
"We do an interesting combination of high-end and real low-end stuff," Scarpa says. Cases in point: the luxurious Redelco Residence (left) in Studio City, Calif., and Broadway Housing (below), an affordable housing project in Santa Monica.

"i see sustainability as being the saving grace of architecture because it has to be local."—gwynne pugh, aia
core values

Geometry in the kitchen/dining room, light filters through a glass wall filled with transparent plastic balls, and louvers made of industrial broom brushes create an appealingly fuzzy exterior detail. Pugh + Scarpa devotes substantial time and energy—and a full-time employee, Vanessa Hardy—to researching materials at its in-house workshop. Hardy, Scarpa, and project manager Chris Ghatak are currently developing building blocks made of crushed, recycled aluminum cans to use at Broadway Housing, an under-construction affordable project in Santa Monica.

When Brooks joined Pugh + Scarpa in 1999, she brought an understanding of real estate development gained from years of working in nonprofit housing. (She also put in time at Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and HOK.) "I really wanted to be a planner, not an architect," she says. For her master's thesis at SCI-Arc, she rewrote L.A.'s zoning codes to encourage higher density and mixed-use development. Those same ideas kept cropping up years later in her and Scarpa's conversations with several like-minded planners, transportation experts, and other land use professionals. The group decided to incorporate, and in 2000 Livable Places was born. With Brooks as its board president and Scarpa as a board member, the nonprofit group now has a staff of six and an office in downtown Los Angeles. It's developing one for-sale, mixed-income housing project designed by Pugh + Scarpa, one designed by Studio E Architects of San Diego, and another project by McCormick, Smith & Others, also of San Diego.

Though Brooks occasionally serves on juries or gives talks with Scarpa, she's more interested in behind-the-scenes work. "I'm into policy and getting things built," she explains. Accordingly, she takes charge of construction management on most of the firm's projects. And since Colorado Court, which she shepherded through LEED accreditation, she's accelerated Pugh + Scarpa's commitment to sustainability and energy efficiency. Physicist John Ingersoll, Ph.D., now serves as the firm's Director of Environmental Sustainability and oversees both the implementation of green technology into projects and the energy studies Pugh + Scarpa does for other architects.

While Scarpa appreciates all the acclaim the company has won for its sustainable efforts, he worries about being pigeonholed. "First we were the commercial interiors people, then we were the housing people, now we're the sustainable people," he says. He needn't worry: The firm's next claim to fame could be any number of exciting projects—restoring the long-gone canopy of the original Umbrella House using solar panels, which it just signed on for, or even its own development work, which it's investigating doing out of its small Charlotte, N.C., satellite office. Or it could be something altogether different. You never know what Pugh + Scarpa will conquer next. ra
Dare to dream, because when we say custom, we mean it.

Long known as the column innovator, HB&G's new PermaWrap™ offering is the largest cellular PVC column line offered anywhere. The PermaWrap™ line includes square plain, square fluted, square raised panel, square recessed panel, plain craftsman, raised panel craftsman & recessed panel craftsman columns. Those are just our dreams, where will your dreams take you? We now offer custom PermaWrap™ columns so you can create a unique design for every house. Custom sizes, custom flutes, custom raised panels, custom recessed panels, and custom tapers are just a sample of your options. If you can dream it, we will build it. For a distributor or retailer near you, visit us online at www.hbgcolumns.com, or call us at 1-800-264-4HBG.
leftover overhauls

reworking the spaces on top, between, and inside other buildings.

by nigel f. maynard, meghan drueding, and shelley d. hutchins

hideaway village

Tucked among the nearby storefronts, the bland entry door of 1247 Wisconsin Ave. in northwest Washington, D.C., shows no hint of the dramatic secret that lies on the other side. Bethesda, Md.-based McInturff Architects has deftly inserted six luxury rental apartments into two restored mid-19th century commercial buildings, creating what firm principal Mark McInturff, FAIA, calls a "rooftop village floating above the bustle of the city."

It's a bold project—one developer Eastbanc embraced, putting full faith and trust in McInturff's firm. "They gave us the freedom to do what we wanted," says McInturff, who has worked with the developer before. Freedom wasn't easy to extract from Georgetown's historic district, nor from the site itself, however. According to McInturff, the 46-foot-by-200-foot lot with 50-foot- and 80-foot-deep buildings imposed multiple constraints. "We knew we would have to preserve the existing historic buildings, but we also knew there was the potential for a hideaway village up top," he says.

To build this village, the firm extended the rear of the existing structures and inserted a new volume that creates a bisected courtyard. Ultimately, this new piece and the original four-story buildings morphed into five two-level apartments and one three-level unit. All have open floor plans and large windows and doors to bring in light. "We opened up the top..."
Large glass openings, 10-foot-high ceilings, and exposed elements produce light-filled, relaxed interiors.
One of the architects' favorites, the middle unit (top) divides the courtyard to clear southern views toward Northern Virginia. A warm coat of zinc cladding protects the exteriors from the urban environment (above).

floors to give them generous space and removed walls that didn't make sense for an apartment," says Peter Noonan, AIA, project architect and a firm principal.

The luxurious yet understated units are appointed with high-quality products, including Douglas fir windows, German-made kitchen cabinets and bath fixtures, and vertical-seam zinc exterior cladding. Eastbanc, McInturff explains, has a European point of view about design, stressing quality and refinement in the materials it specs. The company also appreciates energy efficiency and sustainable design, so the units have low-VOC paint, bamboo flooring, and efficient mechanical systems.

These sleek, high-tech elements are all hidden behind the buildings' preserved façade. (The architects even managed to slip five parking spaces at the rear.) The result is so effortless you'd hardly guess the project is the firm's first foray into multifamily design. "I have been spoiled," McInturff says of the project. "It was a joy and pleasure, and we are happy with it." —n.f.m.

project:
1247 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C.

architect:
McInturff Architects, Bethesda, Md.

general contractor:
Kadcon Corp., Washington, D.C.

project size:
1,000 square feet to 2,700 square feet per unit

site size:
0.21 acre

construction cost:
Withheld

rental price:
$2,500 to $7,000 per unit per month

number of units:
6

photography:
Julia Heine
Rooftop volumes on the rear units enclose mechanicals and a cooling tower. The tower distributes chilled water to the six apartments and to the building's commercial and retail spaces (above and left).

"we knew we would have to preserve the existing historic buildings, but we also knew there was the potential for a hideaway village up top."—mark mcinturff, faia
William Adams Architects has made its name designing small, innovative multifamily infill. So when charged with creating a six-unit condo building for a tight site near its Venice, Calif., office, the firm knew just what to do. “We were dealing with a pretty small area,” says project architect Carl Smith, AIA. “With the unit sizes we had to get, we didn’t have much choice but to maximize the building envelope.”

He and principal-in-charge Bill Adams, FAIA, dreaded the thought of dropping a boring box on the lot, though, so they instead concocted a plan that divides the project into two buildings—one with four loft-style units, the other with two. A central driveway squeezes between the structures, giving each unit owner access to a private garage. “The idea was to avoid a big cube,” Smith explains.

He and Adams developed a disciplined system to organize the project’s design elements. They set up the two-story condos like townhouses, with three facing forward and three facing back. The external structure acts as a steel tube that holds a set of smaller, discrete containers for bedrooms and baths. These plywood and Cor-ten steel containers float within each unit and cantilever out over the glass-walled first floors, adding another layer of texture to the street elevations. By consolidating private spaces, the architects enabled the rest of the interiors to remain open and interconnected. Each piece follows a consistent logic: The windows in the steel tube, for example, are horizontal and placed in a staggered pattern, while the floating boxes have regular punched openings. The cumulative effect of all this rigor is an architecture that’s orderly, yet interesting—about as far away from a “big cube” as one can get.—m.d.

project:  
Canal Lofts, Venice, Calif.
architect:  
William Adams Architects, Venice
developer:  
Richard Ehman, Malibu, Calif.
general contractor:  
Sanchez Brothers Construction, Culver City, Calif.
project size:  
1,500 square feet to 1,800 square feet per unit
site size:  
0.2 acre
construction cost:  
$250 per square foot
sales price:  
$900,000 to $1.3 million per unit
number of units:  
6
photography:  
Tom Bonner

Leafy privacy walls in front of the units provide a visual and aural buffer against automobile and foot traffic. Owners enjoy roof decks and ground-floor terraces.
"the idea was to avoid a big cube."—Carl Smith, AIA

Adams and Smith selected steel for the industrial-style lofts' railings, landings, and exposed cross-bracing (top and above, left.) They inserted volumes for bedrooms and baths (above) into the project's shell (middle).
texas two-step

Architecture school can inspire fast friendships or fierce rivalries. Fortunately for Jim Poteet, AIA, and Patrick Ousey, AIA, shared studios at the University of Texas at Austin made them great pals. So when Poteet found his fledgling firm inundated with work too tempting to reject, he called on his comrade to help. “Because we had similar backgrounds and interests, we had this great easy shorthand,” Poteet says.

The tempting work in question evolved from an adaptive reuse project in San Antonio that Poteet had just completed for developer Steve Yndo: the conversion of a glass-manufacturing facility in a historic single-family residential neighborhood into loft-style condominiums. Neighbors weren’t keen on the project’s grit or its density, but Poteet and Yndo—both local residents—convinced them the brick- and-steel structures reflected the true story of the area. And the resulting critical mass of housing units would benefit everyone in other ways, they insisted. “We needed a grocery store,” Poteet says, “but we first needed higher density in order to sustain retail.”

Poteet felt strongly about keeping changes to the two buildings’ exteriors to a minimum. “We wanted to change the use radically but save the character,” he explains. His key goal was to bring more natural light into the former factory interiors, so he preserved “the rhythm of existing fenestration” but upped the amount of glazing. Oversized existing steel windows were cleaned and reused, and new windows and doors were made to match. The biggest intervention is the addition of a full-length dormer to introduce light to upstairs rooms.

Once Poteet subdivided the buildings into units, Yndo sold the condos commercial style—by square footage. Interiors were bare bones with just party walls, plumbing, and HVAC equipment. Yndo reserved 4,000 square feet for his own family and hired Poteet to flesh it out. Poteet assumed other buyers might approach him as well, but he didn’t expect to hear from nearly every owner. “They all seemed fun and different, and I didn’t want to turn anyone away,” he says. Here Poteet turned to former schoolmate Ousey;
The developer purchased an adjacent empty lot and had it converted into a common lawn for the owners. Semiprivate terraces flow into the grassy expanse, which draws shade from mature pecan trees (left).

"we wanted to change the use radically but save the character."

—Jim Poteet, AIA
A cozy media room with enclosed and open custom built-ins provides a secluded spot for family time (top). Poteet's clever reuse of a steel beam as support for a marble vanity brings a hint of the building's origins into the master bath (above).

the two started with Yndo's loft. A family with three young kids doesn't exactly fit the "loft-liver" profile, but the architects balanced industrial details with homey touches. A black-and-white color palette, with dirt-concealing black floors, generates a clean look both aesthetically and literally. An open floor plan on the ground level facilitates large gatherings, and the upper level offers zones of privacy and escape from the crowds.

For the UT alums, each step of the design process was a meeting of the minds. No formal arrangement or division of labor existed. Homeowners benefited from the double dose of talent, while Poteet and Ousey discovered their easygoing compatibility in everything from concept to details. "They foster individualism in school," Poteet says, "but architecture at its best is a collaborative effort."—s.d.h.

project:
King William Lofts
architect (exteriors)/construction supervisor:
Poteet Architects, San Antonio
architect (for most interiors):
Poteet Architects, San Antonio, and FAB Architecture, Austin, Texas
developer:
Steve Yndo, King William Lofts LP, San Antonio
project size:
2,000 square feet to 4,000 square feet per unit
site size:
0.8 acre
construction cost:
$60 per square foot (exteriors only)
sales price:
Started at $90 per square foot (for shells only)
number of units:
11
photography:
Paul Bardagjy
The stairs widen to nearly 14 feet as they reach the ground floor (above, left), offering casual seating in the public zone. Another steel beam remnant frames the raised hearth fireplace, and a surround composed of white laminated glass (above, right) "gives the eyes a place to rest," Poteet says. Exposed concrete walls give texture and depth to the monochromatic master bedroom (left).
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the softer side of steel

one of the strongest building materials is also a tremendously flexible, decorative spec.

by nigel f. maynard

The Miller/Hull Partnership knows the architectural power of metal. When designing 1310 East Union, a live/work lofts project in Seattle, the architects incorporated an expressed structural steel frame, exposed red-painted steel cross-braces on the façade, aluminum garage doors as windows, and corrugated metal in the ceilings. Miller/Hull describes the project as "structural architecture" that conveys "a sense of economy, efficiency, discipline, and order"—characteristics the firm considers essential to urban loft living.

Prized for its strength, metal has long been a popular spec for commercial and residential applications. Unlike engineered wood joists, steel beams allow architects to achieve large structural spans, including uninterrupted floor planes, with thinner framing members. "We do lots of cantilevers and overhangs," says Ali R. Honarkar, principal of Division 1 Architects, a Silver Spring, Md.-based design firm. In most cases, he adds, "there's no other way to do them."

But metal has become more acceptable—even valued—for its decorative qualities as well. "Most of the work we do incorporates metal in some way," says William Moore, AIA, president of Sprocket Design-Build, Denver. "We use folded sheet metal with a factory finish to clad certain exterior volumes, or we may use raw metal with a natural finish for fireplaces and other elements."

Other designers who rely heavily on the material are quick to acknowledge its versatility. "We use metal as an exterior finish, corrugated metal for inexpensive [applications], and flat metal panels for higher-end projects," says John Brown, principal of housebrand, a design/build firm in Calgary, Alberta. "I think it's more about seeing the raw features," adds Honarkar, whose firm uses exposed steel in nearly every residential project. "Usually all the framing is hidden behind the walls, so I think it's interesting to people to see the structure of the building exposed." Honarkar says Division 1 specs metal in other unexpected places, too, using it to enliven fireplace surrounds and doors, stair treads, flooring, and even custom furniture.

Multifamily projects—especially those in cities—are particularly ripe for experimentation. After all, apartment buildings aren't necessarily bound by the whims of the resale market, and people are much more willing to accept expressive, contemporary design in a loft or condo project. "Metal and steel are a good fit for urban projects because you bring other industrial buildings into the process," Moore explains. "The project draws inspiration from them."

You don't have to work in an urban market to fully appreciate steel's versatility, however. Jackson, Wyo.-based Carney Architects uses an abundance of the material for projects in rural Wyoming and other mountain states—and not just out of necessity. "Because of the snow, our structural systems get hammered, so we use steel to support the loads," says associate Eric Logan, AIA, adding that the region's tough weather conditions sometimes expose the framing for what it is. Nonetheless, the firm clearly continues on page 64.
values metal's aesthetic qualities: Logan says it's not unusual to see a Carney project clad in oxidized steel or equipped with a rusted-steel door or steel interior wall paneling.

proven mettle
Metal can be found in various forms, including steel I-beams, iron, Cor-ten, mild steel (also known as "poor man's Cor-ten"), corrugated panels, and as stainless steel mesh, cable, and paneling. Most metalwork requires a skilled craftsman or the assistance of specialized contractors, but some products are easier to spec.

Cambridge Architectural manufactures woven metal products for industrial and architectural interior and exterior applications. The Cambridge, Md.-based company's architectural mesh façade products use metal fabric panels as parking garage covers, window protection, and general building cladding. Its space-sculpting systems help define interior areas, and its metal fabric solar systems are designed to offer shading from harsh sunlight or floodlighting at night.

The Tampa, Fla.-based McNichols Co. is a favorite among architects looking for perforated metal panels, grating, and flooring or for wire mesh, stair treads, and handrail components. For a dramatic look, incorporate the sheets into sliding doors or shoji screens, or use the flooring to reflect light penetration from a skylight. Other suppliers of similar products include Barnett Bates Corp. in Joliet, Ill., and Wyoming, Pa.-based Perforated Metals Plus.

For something slightly different, architects might turn to Brooklyn, N.Y.-based Aswoon/Susan Woods Studio, a design and fabrication outfit that offers a line of room dividers and screens in various materials, including metal. The studio is also working on a highly unusual and avant-garde prototype partition made from steel tubing and stained glass.

chemistry lesson
As is the case with any material, architects must be mindful of several issues when specing metal. It's important, for instance, that overall interior detailing be well thought-out; otherwise the room may feel cold and sterile. Division 1 usually paints exposed structural steel members in a rich gray or plain black color to create a dramatic effect, though it sometimes allows the steel to rust naturally. Other architects use it in conjunction with heavy timber, colorful walls, wood flooring, or veneer wall panels to warm the space. Logan says Carney's metal countertops and wall panels "are treated with a patina solution and a wax for a rich finish." The detailing itself, he adds, "depends on the vibe the owner wants to achieve."

Although some clients have a high tolerance for contemporary elements such as exposed-steel detailing, many do not. Some architects warn that it's important to have discussions about materials early to avoid headaches down the road. "We try to drag everybody through a rigorous process instead of ramming it down their throats," Logan explains. The firm also asks clients to bring in pictures of interiors they like to help inform the architects during the design process.

Others have an easier time gaining acceptance. "We haven't had any negative reaction from clients," Honarkar says, adding that they often seek his firm's services because of its reputation for edgy, contemporary design. In fact, Division 1 clients don't just tolerate contemporary elements like exposed I-beams and stainless steel mesh—they desire them. "When we started doing it here [in the Washington, D.C., area], people thought we were nuts," he says. "But now people have become more exposed to it. Now it's cool."

One of the main benefits of using structural steel systems, of course, is that they're fabricated off site and can easily be bolted on site with a crane. Such convenience comes with a high price tag, however. According to Logan, architects must generally buy steel by the pound and then pay separately for services such as cutting, drilling, and soldering. It may not be cheap up front, he adds, but at least it assembles quickly. Exterior steel applications such as cladding and detailed work can blow a budget, too.

Says Moore: "We use it sparingly because it's more expensive than alternatives."

Custom fabrication also demands a long lead time, so architects would do well to design with those considerations in mind. (Of course, some firms control the problem by handling metal fabrication in-house.) And contractors aren't always happy to work with metal because it requires a whole new set of tools and blades. In those cases, it's a good idea to inform subs up front that a job will involve some metalwork so they can, well, steel themselves for the job.
Fashion comes in many forms, which is why Hanson Brick offers hundreds of colors and textures to turn the house you design into a home. To learn more about our products, call 877-HANSON8 or visit us at www.hansonbrick.com.
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Circle no. 51
inside sliders

When designing, deFreitas will often “kick it up a notch” by incorporating sliding doors in the bedroom. He’s partial to products from The Sliding Door Co. of Van Nuys, Calif. Each door features an aluminum frame with a maintenance-free hot-treatment finish, 5-millimeter-thick tempered glass, and a locking system that keeps it on track. Doors can be ordered in standard and custom sizes with one to six panels. The Sliding Door Co., 888.433.1333; www.slidingdoorco.com.

tangentially speaking

DeFreitas likes to devote 2 percent of his multifamily units to “subtly” luxurious products. One of his favorites is the 5½-inch-long Tangent lever designed by architect Robert Watson for Lockwood, a flagship brand of lock company Assa Abloy Australia. Tangent’s aluminum body and stainless steel components can be specified in satin-anodized or powder-coat finishes. “It’s sublimely beautiful and thoughtful,” deFreitas raves, and “it feels good in your hand every time you use it.” Assa Abloy Australia, 61.03.8574.3888; www.lockweb.com.au.

character studies

Even the signage on a deFreitas project is well thought-out. The architect especially likes the 4-inch Ribbon font from Gemini Signs. “They cost a bit more than off-the-shelf varieties,” deFreitas says of the Marlborough, Mass.-based company’s cast-metal letters and numbers, “but they have a depth and solidity that’s easily recognizable and will last a lifetime.” Cast in aluminum or bronze, the characters can be customized in 40-plus font styles and more than a dozen anodized aluminum and bronze finishes. Gemini Signs Co., 800.270.3343; www.geminisigns.com.

—nigel f. maynard
off the shelf

liquid assets

faucets that glow with the flow.

victorian sizzle

Water Inc.'s EverHot system takes on new luster with this Victorian faucet. In fact, 28 steamy new products enliven the company's instant hot-water system. EverHot delivers a generous 48 ounces of on-demand, 190-degree water from a reservoir hidden beneath the counter. So don't let your cup runneth over. Water Inc., 800.322.9283; www.waterinc.com.

pure pour

Everpure's Designer Series faucets work in tandem with the company's Micro-Pure filtration system and commercial-grade water chiller to create a clean, cool drinking water station for kitchens, wet bars, and discriminating baths. The contemporary fixtures rise nearly 13 inches from the pedestal base in a graceful counter arch. Constructed of forged brass with a ceramic disc-type valve, they come in eight finishes, including brushed or satin nickel and antique wine. Everpure, 800.323.7873; www.everpure.com.

steel beauty

The Randa K faucet from Italian manufacturer MGS Progetti is stylish in polished or matte stainless steel. Its discreet pullout handle is weighted for balance and comfort, and its flexible hose comes equipped with an anti-lime aerator and check valve to prevent obstruction. MGS USA, 323.908.7618; www.mgsdesigns.com.
Barclay's Areco kitchen faucet, part of the Franz Viegener Collection, resembles an old water pump with its trim height and simple agrarian lines. With a spout length of 8¼ inches and a counter-to-spout height of 6¾ inches, the Areco reduces splashing without compromising form or function. Wood accents add an old-world touch to its polished or matte chrome, brushed nickel, or oil-rubbed bronze finishes. Barclay Products, 847.244.1234; www.barclayproducts.com.

Italian architect and product designer Antonio Citterio developed this sophisticated, ergonomic faucet for the kitchen. Available in solid brass with a chrome or steel Optik finish, the Axor Citterio combines rounded and angular forms for an innovative look and a pleasant grip. Cascade no-clog aerators, coupled with a patented Rubit cleaning system, keep the water flowing. Hansgrohe, 800.488.8119; www.hansgrohe-usa.com.

Ideal for drinking stations or secondary sinks, the EVE deck-mounted faucet from KWC has a single side lever for easy operation and an optional LED light band for the pullout spray nozzle. The push of a hidden button illuminates the faucet’s water stream or makes a cool night-light. KWC America, 678.334.2121; www.kwcamerica.com.

—Shelley D. Hutchins

the best of franz

sleek spout

ring of fire
As Baby Boomers head into their retirement years, we've begun to focus more on the physical needs of an aging population. People who have been injured or are living with a disability also face some of the same challenges. As a result, one of the fastest growing trends in the housing industry is universal design. A home that features universal design elements may include raised outlets, lowered light switches, wider doorways and hallways, and no-step entries, to name a few features.

Accessible products often are required in a home designed with special needs in mind. From elevators to specially designed tubs, these products help ease the lifestyle of aging families and persons with physical needs. By knowing what's available on the market, you can help your clients maximize the comfort and accessibility of their home. Read on to learn about innovative products on the market today that make life easier and more enjoyable.

**ELEVATOR DESIGN ACHIEVES NEW LEVELS**

A residential elevator doesn't have to intrude on a home's design. In fact, it can be as classy and elegant as any other feature in a home. NATIONAL WHEEL-O-VATOR'S Destiny Residential Elevator adds elegance, value, and accessibility to every level of a home. With handcrafted wood interior walls and stylish lighting fixtures, this elevator enhances any home decor. The car is available in multiple designs and a variety of wood finishes — cherry, maple, hickory, oak, and birch. The Destiny has many standard and optional features with which to customize, and it comes with an industry-leading three-year warranty.

**A CUT ABOVE THE REST**

Getting in and out of the tub can be challenging with age, injury, or disability. The TUBCUT™ provides easier access to existing tubs by creating a step-through in the front of the tub. Installed as an integral part of the tub — not a one-size-fits-all plastic cap or insert — the Tubcut creates a seamless factory appearance. Handcrafted from high-quality, custom-fitted components, it will exactly match any tub's contour, even giving cast-iron bathtubs a seamless appearance. It can be any size and can be installed in less than one day. Plus, by replacing the removed cut-out section, the tub can be restored to its original condition if necessary. The Showercut™ is available as well for shower applications.

**AN EASY WAY TO ENJOY THE VIEW**

Living with a fantastic view is one of the true joys of life, and it has never been easier for all to enjoy the view than with incline trams from MARINE INNOVATIONS, INC. The company has over 20 years of experience in the incline tram business and offers a variety of different models and weight capacities. In addition, many features and options are available to completely customize an incline tram to fit a unique custom home. All models feature industrial-grade components and materials. All meet or exceed elevator industry standards A17.1 code 513. Marine offers full design, manufacturing, and installation capabilities and provides the best warranty in the business.

Keep reading through this special section on accessible products for more information on the latest products.

**NATIONAL WHEEL-O-VATOR:**
Call 800-968-5438 or visit www.wheelovator.com

**MARINE INNOVATIONS:**
Call 888-331-1666 or visit www.marineinnovations.com

**TUBCUT:**
Call 877-TUBCUTS or visit www.tubcut.com
INVEST IN THE BEST

The pleasures of hilltop living have never been easier with the best built incline tram on the market. Custom-designed and engineered with a variety of options to capture the uniqueness and beauty of a custom home. Constructed of only the highest industrial grade components. Ideal for lake views, ocean views, any view. A true and lasting investment.

www.marineinnovations.com

Toll Free 1-888-334-4866

May Reduce Construction Costs

1-800-238-8739
www.waupacaevator.com

Packy
THE BANGHAM

www.TUBCUT.com

EASIER ACCESS FOR ANY BATHTUB

The TUBCUT can be installed in any metal or plastic tub within one day. This is not a cap. The custom-fitted panels become integral to the tub providing water tight construction and a factory appearance. The process is REVERSIBLE restoring the tub to original condition.

Access Designs, Inc.
155-B Carlton Rd
Charlottesville, VA 22902
1-877-882-2887

www.TUBCUT.com

Circle no. 403
**Introducing, Liberty Collection’s E Series.** The newly redesigned Twintilt Double Hung window features a split-finish jamb liner and a color-matched screen bar that complements both exterior color and interior finish. Upgraded color-matched metal tilt latches and low profile locks are attractive and durable. Liberty windows’ maintenance-free exterior is available in a wide range of colors or virtually any custom color. A selection of natural wood interiors and options like vinyl brickmold, divided lites or 3/4” Heritage Exterior Casing add character to any home.

**Call 1-800-846-4746**

www.pollardwindows.com
special advertising section
architect's showcase

Why Settle for Imitation, when you can have Real Natural Stone?

Buechel Stone's Natural Thin Veneer (NTV)
100% natural stone cut thin for a more affordable installation with all the quality, beauty, and durability that only real natural stone can provide.

*We have a nationwide network of dealers. Visit our website to find a dealer near you!

800-236-4473
www.buechelstone.com

SPIRAL STAIRS
We are proud to introduce you to our line of York Spiral Stairs. We believe our stairs are the finest products on the market today. Our unequaled experience in design and construction has created a stair system which is beautiful today and engineered to be durable for years to come.
Call (800) 996-5558

www.yorkspiralstair.com
Looking to spec doors?

We have more than 16,000 to choose from.

Now you can find all the product information you need instantly.


You'll find everything from product descriptions, diagrams, and dimensions to installation instructions and supplier locators.

ebuild. The professional's guide to building products™
Make The Most of Your Editorial Coverage

Reprints make attractive endorsements while adding credibility to your product, company or service. They show your clients, partners and employees that you have been recognized in a well-respected magazine. Use reprints to cost-effectively capitalize on your exposure. Our reprints are high-quality marketing pieces printed on glossy stock.

Use Reprints, Eprints and NXTprints for:
- Trade Shows
- Sales Presentations
- Seminar & Conference Materials
- Media Kits
- Direct Mail Promotions
- Employee Training and Recruiting
- Web Content & eNewsletters

For more information contact:
800.290.5460
info@reprintbuyer.com
1808 Colonial Village Lane
Lancaster, PA 17601
www.reprintbuyer.com
Frank Lloyd Wright once commented that a fireplace should be "grand in scale and prominent in location". We've taken care of the first part. The rest is up to you.

Fmi's Grand Masters Series indoor and outdoor fireplaces boast enormous openings, UL-127 approval and our patented Mosaic Masonry™ firebrick lining technology. They're the industry's only zero clearance fireplaces featuring custom, handcrafted masonry; with quality, economy and performance guaranteed.

Looking to spec flooring products?

We have more than 8,000 to choose from.

Now you can find all the product information you need instantly.


You'll find everything from product descriptions, diagrams, and dimensions to installation instructions and supplier locators.

ebuild. The professional's guide to building products™
FOR INFORMATION on how to be a part of the next residential architect special advertising section, contact Sean Aalai at 202.736.3357.

The First In Steel Carriage House Doors, Steelhouse Steel Sets The Standard.

Sensational Sectionals®
www.steelhousedoor.com
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1-866-366-7636
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Architect</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>800-482-4433</td>
<td><a href="http://www.chiefarchitect.com">www.chiefarchitect.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMI / MiraTEC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>800-335-0785</td>
<td><a href="http://www.miraetricom">www.miraetricom</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosella-Dirkos</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>800-4DElTA4</td>
<td><a href="http://www.deladry.com">www.deladry.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastech</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>800-747-1762</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fastech.net">www.fastech.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-P Gypsum</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>800-325-6119</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gpgypsum.com">www.gpgypsum.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanson Brick*</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>877-HANSOn8</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hansonbrick.com">www.hansonbrick.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanson Roof Tile*</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>--</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hansonrooftile.com">www.hansonrooftile.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRB&amp;G</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>800-264-4HBG</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hbgcolumns.com">www.hbgcolumns.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JELD-WEN Windows and Doors</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>800-877-9482 x1019</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jeld-wen.com/1019">www.jeld-wen.com/1019</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolbe Windows &amp; Doors</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>800-955-8177</td>
<td><a href="http://www.kolbe-kolbe.com">www.kolbe-kolbe.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutron</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>800-523-9466</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lutron.com/SivoiaQED">www.lutron.com/SivoiaQED</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Innovations</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>888-334-4666</td>
<td><a href="http://www.marvininnovations.com">www.marvininnovations.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonite International Corporation</td>
<td>18-19</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>800-503-DOOR</td>
<td><a href="http://www.masonite.com">www.masonite.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Wheel-O-Vater</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>800-968-5438</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wheelovater.com">www.wheelovater.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pella</td>
<td>C2-1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>866-E329-9051</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pella.com/pro">www.pella.com/pro</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollmeier</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>866-432-0699</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pollmeier.com">www.pollmeier.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residential architect Design Awards 2007</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td><a href="http://www.radesignawards.com">www.radesignawards.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinvention 2006</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ReinventionConf.com">www.ReinventionConf.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residential architect Leads*</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>856-730-2133</td>
<td><a href="http://www.residentialarchitectOnlineleads.com">www.residentialarchitectOnlineleads.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson Strong-Tie</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>800-999-5099</td>
<td><a href="http://www.strongtie.com">www.strongtie.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simonton Windows</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>800-SIMONTON</td>
<td><a href="http://www.simonton.com">www.simonton.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftPlan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>800-348-0164</td>
<td><a href="http://www.softplan.com">www.softplan.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Zero</td>
<td>42-43</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>--</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thelivingkitchen.com">www.thelivingkitchen.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Remodeling Show 2006*</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>800-681-6970</td>
<td><a href="http://www.TheRemodelingShow.com">www.TheRemodelingShow.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimberTech</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>800-307-7780</td>
<td><a href="http://www.timbertech.com">www.timbertech.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubcat</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>877-TUBCUTS</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tubcat.com">www.tubcat.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPAR HouseWrap</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>800-284-2780</td>
<td><a href="http://www.typhousewrap.com">www.typhousewrap.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velux</td>
<td>37, 39, 41</td>
<td>23, 24, 334</td>
<td>800-388-3589</td>
<td><a href="http://www.velux.com">www.velux.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weyerhaeuser</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>888-iLevel8</td>
<td><a href="http://www.iLevel.com">www.iLevel.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whirlpool Corporation</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>800-253-3977</td>
<td><a href="http://www.insidadvantage.com">www.insidadvantage.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Issue mailed in regional editions.
Your customers want roofing materials that reflect their personal style and Hanson Roof Tile has the exceptional products they desire. With hundreds of combinations of colors and profiles from which to choose, Hanson Roof Tile crowns the buildings you design with a look that appeals to style conscious buyers.

For the finest roof tile and service in the industry visit us at www.hansonrooftile.com.

*Roof tile shown: Regal Marigold
how do you design privacy and society into multifamily housing?

“We filter people through layers, from exposed public areas to more closed, private spaces. In a courtyard, we loosely define semiprivate areas with planters, hardscape, or low walls. We increase these dividers until you reach private exterior spaces connecting to individual units. To make our projects feel alive, we allow light and movement to filter out of units with frosted glass, louvers, perforated metal, or wood screens and tall, sparse planting materials.”

—Carl Smith, AIA, William Adams Architects, Venice, Calif.

“Design for chance instances of sociability, but don’t force it. We try to give tenants their own exterior front door (no double-loaded corridors if you can help it) and a variety of exterior courtyard spaces for a variety of activities. Passing through the courtyards encourages social interaction.”

—Angela Brooks, AIA, Pugh + Scarpa Architects, Santa Monica, Calif.

“Apply the same design sense you would to a single-family home. Each unit should have a public porch and entry space, and interior living space facing the street where possible. Scale and a single-story entry are most important in creating identity in each unit. Even in condominiums, common hallways and doorways can be thought of as interior streets.”

—William Moore, AIA, Sprocket Design-Build, Denver

“First, we don’t skimp on acoustic insulation or wall construction on the interiors. Second, we try to create public and semiprivate spaces on the exterior—communal lawns and stoops, walled gardens, and elevated decks.”

—Jim Poteet, AIA, Poteet Architects, San Antonio

—edited by Shelley D. Hutchins
Turn to CertainTeed Building Science for greater knowledge and better performing buildings. Building Science reaches beyond any one component of a structure; it focuses on all materials interacting as a fundamental system. CertainTeed understands how the relationships between the building envelope, mechanical systems and occupants affect the performance of any building. Our Building Science department works regularly with building professionals to assist them in designing and constructing buildings that achieve maximum performance.

Bring our knowledge to your next assignment.
www.certainteed.com/buildingscience
800-441-9850

Quality made certain. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Circle no. 57

ROOFING • SIDING • WINDOWS • INSULATION • FENCE • DECKING • RAILING • FOUNDATIONS • PIPE
Tower above the ordinary. Energize your home designs from the ground up with Weather Shield. Consider the window combination presented here featuring Weather Shield double-hung windows with arched transoms offering a synergy of structure and style. Bend conventions to the will of your imagination.

Demand Better. Compromise Nothing. Get more of everything you could possibly want in windows and doors. Visit us online at weathershield.com/RA

Want More > Well-Rounded Thinking

Weather Shield® Premium Windows and Doors

1-800-477-6808

© 2006 Weather Shield Mfg., Inc.
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